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Congestion in a packet-switching network is a state in which performance degrades due to the saturation of network resources such as communication links, processor cycles, and memory buffers. Adverse effects resulting from such congestion include the long delay of message delivery, waste of system resources, and possible network collapse, when all communication in the entire network ceases. Network congestion, like traffic jams in big cities, are becoming real threats to the growth of network interconnections and communication applications.
Studies on congestion control, which outline measures for controlling network traffics in order to prevent, avoid, or recover from network congestion, have long been considered significant for the future development of network communications. A large number of various congestion control schemes have been proposed, and a few mechanisms have been implemented in real networks, such as the control methods in IBM's System Networking architecture (SNA) [12], Digital's Networking Architecture (DNA) [7] , and the Internet [19, 36] . However, despite years of research efforts, the problem of network congestion control remains a critical issue and a high priority, especially given the prospective of the continually growing speed and size of future networks.
The existing approaches for network congestion control cover a broad range of techniques, including window (buffer) flow control [24], source quench [37] , slow start [19] , schedule-based control [32] , binary feedback [38] , rate-based control [4] , etc. [51] .
It is often difficult to characterize and compare various features among different congestion control schemes. Current literature in the field classifies most congestion control approaches into two categories: approaches for congestion avoidance, and approaches for congestion recovery. Such a simple classification only provides a very general picture of common properties between separating groups of approaches. A detailed taxonomy is required in order to help researchers and engineers understand the similarities and differences among various schemes, and to decide which techniques are best suited for particular designs.
In this article, we propose, a new taxonomy for congestion control algorithms in packet-switching computer networks. We view a network as a large, distributed control system, in which a congestion control scheme is a (distributed) control policy executed at each node (hosts orswitches) of the network in order to maintain a certain level of stable conditions. Although such a distributed network control system is t o o complex t o be solvable based on traditional control theories, well-established control-theoretic concepts are qualified candidates for the classification of various congestion control policies. This article shows how a set of criteria for control systems is defined as a taxonomy of congestion control algorithms for packet switching networks, and how this taxonomy is applied in characterizing individual features of existing congestion control algorithms. We believe that such a taxonomy not only provides a coherent framework for comparative study of existing approaches, but also can help future research in developing new strategies for congestion control.
After a brief discussion of basic concepts of network congestion and some related issues in the second section, the third section presents our new taxonomy of congestion control schemes for computer networks based on the control-theoretic concepts. A classification of most existing approaches in congestion control is then conducted using the new taxonomy in the fourth section. With the growing concern of congestion control in frame-relay and ATM networks, the' fifth section classifies some congestion control strategies of frame-relay and ATM networks based on the framework of our new taxonomy. This demonstrates how a taxonomy can help in overviewing, characterizing, and comparing various features of different congestion control algorithms. Conclusions are made in the last section of the article.
Congestion and its Control in Packet-Switch ing Networks
etwork congestion has been well recognized N as a resource sharing problem. In a packetswitched network, resources are shared among all the hosts attached to it, including switch processors, communication channels, and buffer spaces. These three driving forces of data transmission in network communication can also be potential bottlenecks that cause congestion in the network.
On the one hand, networks need to serve all user requests for data transmission, which are often unpredictable and burs@ with regard to transmission starting time, rate, and size. On the other hand, any physical resource in the network has a finite capacity, and must be managed for sharing among different transmissions. Consequently, network congestion will result if the resources in the networkcannot meet all of the users' current demands.
A more formal and quantitative definition for network congestion is based on the performance behavior of a network. Figure l a shows the throughput-load relationship in a packet-switchingnetworkwithout effectivemeansofflowcontrol. We see that, as the load is small, network throughput generally keeps up with the increase of the load until the offered load reaches to the knee point, where the increase of the throughput becomesmuch slower than the increase of the load. If the load keeps increasing up to the capacity of the network, the queues on switching nodes will build up, potentially resulting in packets being dropped, and throughput will eventually arrive at its maximum and then decrease sharply to a low value (possibly zero). It isat this point that the networkissaid tobe congested
Figures l b and IC illustrate the relationships
between the round-trip delay, and the resource power with respect to the offered load. The delay (or response time) curve follows a similar pattern as the throughput curve. At first, the response time rises slowly with the load due to the fast increment of the throughput. Then after the knee point is reached, the delay curve jumps significantly while the throughput stays flat. Finally, the delay grows indefinitely when the network becomes congested. The resource power is defined as the ratio of the throughput to the response time. The resource power gets to its maximum value at the knee point, where the average queue size is close t o one, including the packet in service [28] . * In order to maintain a network always in a healthy working condition, certain measures or mechanisms have to be provided to prevent the network from operating in the congested region for any significant period of time. Such mechanisms are generally referred to as the congestion control of networks.
The congestion control in packet-switching networks may involve different components in a network, including the host machines of sources and destinations, aswell as switching nodes. Many congestion control algorithms have been proposed and developed, and may be divided into two categories: congestion avoidance and congestion recovery. The strategy of congestion avoidance is preventive in nature; it isaimed to keep theoperationofanetwork at or near the point of maximum power, so that congestion will never occur. Whereas, the goal of congestion recovery is t o restore the operation of a network to its normal state after congestion IEEE Network July/August 1995 has occurred. Without a congestion recovery scheme, a network may crash entirely whenever congestion occurs. Therefore, even if a networkadopts a strategy of congestion avoidance, congestion recovery schemes would still be required to retain throughput in the case of abrupt changes in a network that may cause congestion. The problem of congestion control has long been considered an important topic in R & D of computer networks. With the recent development ofnetwork technology and the growth of network-intensive applications, the issue ofcongestion control becomes even more urgent. A great number of congestion control algorithms a n d strategies have been reported in literature. The earlier efforts of traffic control in communication networks were based on ildfer management algorithms for flow control at the link level. The slide-window scheme of flow control was implemented on many neiworks (APARNET, TYMNET, and DECNET) for controlling the transmission rate of node-to-node or end-to-end [ 131. However, the buffer based mechanism of flow control is not effective in preventing congestion to occur when the communication traffic becomes abnormally high at some hot-spotsof anetwork. (There isnomethod inaflow control tostop the retransmission from asource that might cause a congestion.)
In recent years, a large number of different congestion control algorithms have been proposed and developed, ranging from Random Drop [27] , SourceQuench [ 101, Isarithmicscheme [5] , Slow Start and Search [ 19,461, Virtual Clock 1521. Binary Feedback [38] , to rate-based congestion control [4] , and so on. All these algorithms vary in terms of their operating conditions. functional principles. and performance behaviors. Although a number of survey papers on a variety of congestion control algorithms have appeared in the literature [28, 50. 511 , there is still no a systematic way for classification and comparison of so many diverse congestion control algorithms. A framework of taxonomy on congestion control algorithms in packet-switching networks will help people understand the major features of existing algorithms and similarities and differences among various control schemes, and formulate new control algorithms that can be better fit the characteristics of future network traffic.
A New Taxonomy for Congestion
Con fro/ Algorithms n this section we present a new taxonomy for I congestion control algorithms in computer networks that is based on the control theory. For that purpose we will first draw analogies between a control system and a network system.
Computer Nehorks as Distributed

Control Systems
A control system is defined as a collection of objects bonded by some form of interdependence. The objects comprising the system will not remain in a state of equilibrium relative to each other and the surrounding world. Under the influence of external stimuli, the state of the system will be changing with time in a manner which is entirely dependent on the characteristics of the stimuli and the bonds of interaction. It is possible to change the states of a system in a prescribed manner by properly choosing the inputs within some reasonable limits. i.e.. one may exert influence on the system states by means of intelligent manipulation of the inputs. In general, the goal of a control system is t o achieve dynamic characteristics of a system :id to maintain desired system responses regarding various input stimuli. More often. since the desired system response is known, a signal proportional to the error between the desired and actual response is generated and sent back to the input. Utilization ofthissignal tocontrol the process results in aclosedloopsequence ofoperations,whichiswhat constitutes a feedback control system. The ability to dynamically adjust and maintain asteady-state performance via transient states is the distinctive advantage of feedback control systems. Figure 2 illustrates the configuration of a general control system.
Control systems have been with us for as long as life itself. Proper functioning of the biological systems clearly requires controls of a more or less complicated nature. A simple example of a manually controlled system is maneuvering an automobile. The vehicle operator. in a closed-loop fashion, continuously exerts control over various outputs of the system. such as velocities and orientations of the car, in a traffic lane. A guided missile that aims by means of a sensor-control device is another example of an automatic control system.
A computer network is an interconnected collection of autonomous computers. We model the computer network system as multiple users' generating jobs in a closed queuing network of servers representing network routers. Therefore, we can view the congestion control in a computer network as a control system for the purpose of maintaining theoverall trafficwithin certain normal levels. The entire network can'be seen as a big system with inputs and outputs to/from each host machine. The state of the network system, for the purpose of congestion control, can be considered t o be comprised of queue lengths at individual servers, suchasrouters andend-nodes. The feedbacksignals can be obtained from the differences between the current state of thesystemandsomepredefinedlimits, e.g., thresholds of queuing lengths. The decision function components at individual hosts can adjust sizes of the slide-windows or the rates of the input traffic to achieve a better performance for the entire network.
As with the case of any control system, in a network system the instantaneous state of the networkvaries dynamically. The purpose of the network control is t o produce optimal throughput and overall delay for the communication traffic in the system, which is t h e ultimate goal in t h e design of any networkcongestion control algorithm.
In general, the optimization criteria for any congestion control algorithm is to maximize the function power, which is defined as the ratio of the throughput to delay. The utilization of this function in the control of a network results in a closedloop sequence of operations that justifies the analogy between a network and a control system. Although we have drawn the analogy between a network and a control system, major differences between a network system and a traditional, centralized control system stem from the complexity and sheer size of the possible control space ina distributed network system. Astore-and-forwardcomputer network system consists of a group of geographically distributed, autonomous resources: a large num- Next packet to send is chosen from the queue with the smallest value of number of rounds at the completion of sending the previous packet.
A virtual clock i s assigned to each dataflow that ticks every time a data packet arrives. The tick step is equal to the mean inter-packet gap of the flow A packet can be sent using a user's own slot or using a slot whose designated user has no packet to send at the moment.
The difference between a flow's virtual clock and the real time indicates how far the flow deviates from the specified rate. If beyond some threshold, the rate should be reduced. between network systems and a control system sheds light on our understanding the nature of controls in a computer network, especially the classification of various algorithms of congestion control.
Taxonomy Based on Control Theory
Based on the above concept of control theorywe propose a new taxonomy for the classification of various congestion control algorithms. This proposed taxonomy focuses on the decision-making process of individual congestion control algorithms. The characteristics ofhow each algorithm extracts information for their control decisions are used as the basis for the classification. The main categories in the taxonomy are: Open loop congestion control algorithms. Closed loop congestion control algorithms. Several subcategoriesexit under each category. Fig.  3 shows the classification tree of the taxonomy.
This section gives an overview of each category classified in the taxonomy. The detailed discussion of individual congestion control algorithms under each subcategory is presented in the next section.
Open loop Congestion Control AlgorifhmsOpen loop congestion control algorithms are the algorithms in which the control decisions of algorithms d o not depend on any sort of feedback information from the congested spots in the network. Thesealgorithmsdonotmonitor thestateofthenetwork dynamically. The congestion control algorithm serves as a controller or control actuator purely based on itsown knowledge of localnode, such as the bandwidth capacity of the local links, and the available buffers in the system. These schemes have a continuous activation feature and have an admission handling mechanism, which has the advantage of stabilizing the traffic arrival process. Generally, these open loop schemes are not robust enough and therefore cannot guard the network against all traffic patterns. They can be further classified as control algorithms which exhibit control at the source or destination machines. The open loopcongestion control algorithms at the source tend to control the rate of flow at the sources of traffic, whereas the destination control algorithms intend to control the network traffic either at the destination or some intermediate nodes along the path to a destination. Sources follow a set of selfThe window size is increased restraining rules to limit the packets approximately by one, every entering into the network. Window-round-trip interval up to the based control with policies maximum. On a time-out, the specifying a minimum, a maximum, windowsize resets to the an initialization, an increase, and minimum. a decreasqsize of the sending window.
Window-based control attempting Based on the metric of normalized to quickly establish an optimal and throughput gradient (NTG), the fair operating point rather than allocation of network resources is approaching it slowly in the slow adjusted when there are significant start scheme traffic changes, e.g.. at the beginning or the end of a connection.
H Table 3 . Classic loop control with implicit feedbock local: global means the feedback information goes all the way from destination t o source, whereas local means the feedback information comes only from immediate neighbors. With the provision of feedback, these algorithms are able to monitor the network performance dynamically. The feedback involved in these algorithms maybe implicit or explicit. In the explicit feedback scheme, feedbacks have to be sent explicitly as separate messages (certainly, some of these messages can bepiggybacked). If there is no necessity of sending the feedback explicitly, the scheme is said to be an implicit feedback scheme. Some examples of such implicit feedbacks are time delays of acknowledgments, and arrival rates of packets from the same machines as the destinations involved in the control scheme. Under an explicit feedback scheme, we further divide into persistent feedback and responsive feedback. Feedback that is available at all times it is called persistent feedback, and feedback that is only trigged under certain conditions (e.g., the traffic exceeds some threshold) is called responsive feedback. Many explicit closed loop algorithms can be classified as algorithms that are anticipatory or reactive to congestion. They are anticipatory in the sense that they are congestion avoidance schemes, which tend to drive the network toward the optimaloperating point butwithout falling into the danger of congestion. In the anticipatory stage, such algorithms tend to control traffic admission by an admissioncontrol policy at theentty. Whereas areac- tive strategy is a congestion recovery scheme that responds to conditions of network congestion.
Classification and Comparisons of Congesfion Control Algorithms of Packet Switching Networks
n this section, we apply the new taxonomy for I congestion control algorithms discussed above to agroupof existingcongestioncontrol algorithms, which can be found in the literature. The classification of these algorithmsdemonstrate, onone hand, how the new taxonomy provides a framework for classifying most of the existing algorithms, and on the other hand, how each individual algorithms can fit into various categories of the taxonomy. Figure 4 shows the table of various congestion control algorithms under each category.
Open loop with Source Control
As mentioned earlier, algorithms in this scheme exert the control on traffic at the source end anduse mainly the local knowledge of the network. These algorithms have admission policies that stabilize the traffic arrival process. Algorithms included in this category are: the bit-round fair queuing method [6], the schedule-basedcontrol [32] , the VirtualClock scheme [52] Besides the congestion bit (C-bit) in the binary feedback scheme, an additional bit called Q-bit is added in each packet, which indicates queuing condition of packets in a switching node Also, " . a d of using window-based load control, this scheme uses ratebased load control Each switching node in the network monitors local traffic load and provides a loss load curve as feedback to the senders a t the sources of traffic A raw throughput curve can be derived at the source using the loss load curve If at least 50 percent of the congestion bits sent back from the destination are set, the current window size i s reduced to 87 5 percent of its value.
The congestion Indication bits are set only for users whose demand is higher than their fair share Therefore, the source window size will be reduced accordingly Resource ration is computed at each switching node according to the utilization of each resource measured during a time period Flow ration is enforced by using a set of "throttlers" that specify the rates at which each flow may submit packets bound for a giver destination ~- Table 2 .
Ciosed loop Control with lmplicit Feedback
Congeshn control algorithms under this category realize closed loop control through certain feedback information between destination and source (global). However. feedbacks are not based on any specific messages or explicit actions regarding the traffic conditions in the network. Algorithms under this category include the slow start schems ofJacobson [ 191. the timeout-based congestion control scheme [ 2 0 ] , a n d the Tri-S scheme 1461. Table 3 presents features of these algorithms.
Closed foop Control with Persistent, G/oba/ Feedback
Many of the existing congestion control algorithms fall into this category, in which the feedback information regarding the state of t h e network traffic is constantly (periodically) present between the destination and the source ends. Examples ofsuch algorithms are the binaryfeedback scheme 1381, the adaptive admission congestion control scheme [ 181, the congestion control algorithm in BBN network [40] , the adaptive admission control scheme [ 141, the Q-bit control scheme 1421, and the Loss load curves algorithm 1471. Table 3 lists the major functionsofthese algorithms.
Closed ioop Control with Persfsten/; Local Feedback
The difference between algorithms in this category and the prcvious category is that the feedback in form at ion is propagated bet we c n i in m e d i a t e ncighhors instead o f sending it all the way from the destination to the source. There isonlyone algorithm in this category: the hop by hop control scheme [29) (Table 5 ) .
Closed loop Control with Responsive, Global Feedback
Conge \ t ion co t i t r o I a Igo r i t h m 5 in t h i 5 ca t c gory generate feedback information in response to the node The service' rate of a connection is calculated from feedbacks in terms of the change in the number of waiting packets and the net inflow of packets traffic conditions in the network, such as when the queue length in a switch raises beyond certain limit. The feedback information is scnt between the destination and the source. The source quench [ 3 7 ] o r algorithms such a s t h e choke packet scheme [?I. 44J, rate-based congestion control 141, and the dynamic time windows algorithm [3 11 arc some examples ( Table 6 ).
Closed loo Control flith Responsive, focal Feed i f ack
The single algorithm in this category is the source quench scheme [44] , which is a closed loop control scheme with feedbacks only being generated in response to congestive conditions in the networkand beingsent to the upsteam neighborsofthe traffic.ThcTable 7givcsabriefsummaryofthealgo-rit h in.
C/assification and Comparisons of Congestion Control Algorithms o f Frame-Relay and ATM Networks
pid advances in telecmnmunication and com-R' puter technologies have lead to the emergence and evolution ofmany new techniquesforcomputer communications and networking. Among them, the ISDN frame-relay and ATM networks are probably two of the most influential developments that will shape up the future of data communication and compuier networking. With the growing concern of congestion control in frame-relay and ATM networks. a variety of congestion control strategies have been proposed. Although frame-relay and ATM networks are also packet switching networks, the congestion algorithm for these networks are generally different. due to their specific eharacteristics. from the algorithmsdiscussed in theprevious section. With the increasing number of new congestion control algorithms reported for framerelay and ATM networks in recent years, a thorough study and comparison of these schemes is beyond the scope of this article. In this section, we apply our taxonomy tosome of the congestion control algorithms of frame-relay and ATM nehvorks to show how these algorithm can fit to various categories of the taxonomy.
Congestion Control Schemes of FrameRelay Networ-k
The motivation behind the ISDN frame-rclay service is to fully take advantagc of the high speed and increasing quality of modern digital transmission technologies and therefore to minimize transit delay and maximize throughput. This goal is achieved by simplifying and streamlining the lowlevel protocol of packet switching. I n frame-relay networking, each network node (relay node) only conducts the core procedure o f LAPD, i.e.. only to check the valid frame-check-sequence (FCS), and address fields ofthe incoming frames. The frames are either relayed to the destination via their virtual circuit, or simply discarded because o f errors or thc condition at the switching node. N o rctransmission and flow control arc performed in the network relaying nodes. which only operates between the L A P D end points on an end-to-end basis.
Because o f the limited means availablc to the framc handler in controlling the flow of frames between relaying nodes, special measures have been considered by CCITT and ANSI to provide support for congestion control in the frame-relay networking. T M I bits in the address field of each frame are included: one is Backward Explicit Congestion Notification (BECN). and the other is F'onvvard Explicit Congestion Notification (FECN) [43] . The frame relaying nodes has choices to set either of these bits to frames of some logical colinections (virtual circuits)when they detect congestion coiiditions..Theend nodes(users) then can take wine proper actions in response t o these notifications. Based o n our new taxonomy, this scheme of congestion control in frame relay can be classified as closc-loop control with explicit, responsive. global feedback. There are many other congcstion control strategiesforframe-relay networks that fall into the catcgoriesof open loopcontrol, implicit feedback.
Rate control messages reporting the amount of capacity available on the link, the overload factor, and the destination of the offending traffic.
Special fields in data packets signaling the changes in network traffic.
andetc. In ATM networks, all data is transmitted in small, f i x e d k c packets. Due to the high-speed transfer rate (in therangeofhundreds t o thousandsof Mbis) and rather short cell length (53 bytes), the ratio of propagation delay to cell transmission time and the ratio o f processing time to cell transmission time of ATM networkswill increase significantly more than that of existing networks. This leads to a shift in the network's performance bottleneck from channel transmission speed (in most existing networks) to propagation delay of the channel and the processing speed a t the network switching nodes 11 I.Therefore,amajorissue in the flow andcongestion control o f ATM networks is how t o handle the conditions of a large number o f cells bcing in transit (or "data in flight" [35] ) between two ATMswitchingnodcs.Asaresult,manycongestion Source quench scheme [U] for a certain time period. nodes for every discarded packet. control algorithms of existing packet switching networks would not work appropriately for ATM networks. With the growing concern of traffic and congestion control on ATM networks, new congestion control schemes targeted to ATM networks have been proposedor reported in recent years [ I] . Many of these algorithms fall into the categories ofopen-loopcontrol orclosed-loopcontrolwith local feedback to cope with the issue of increased ratio between propagation delay and transmission time. Table 9 classifies some major congestion controlschemesof ATM networks based on the taxonomy. is only possible for closed loop schemes to explicitly distribute indicationsof resource utilization and traffic conditions throughout the network, and to allow traffic sources to respond rapidly and precisely to the onset of situations that could lead to congestion in the network. Issues of which performance measures should be used as indications for traffic conditionsin the network, how this informationcould promptly be disseminated throughout the network and effectively be used for congestion control remain major challenges in the design and development of future congestion control strategies for computer networks. 
